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SAVANNA
Our newest collection, Savanna, seeks inspiration 

from the open spaces and wondrous places that 
define these tropical grasslands. A vast array of colors, 

textures and patterns are inspired by these faraway 
lands. Feel the warm breeze and the heat of the sun, 
set on safari and catch a glimpse of a zebra grazing 

in the lush grass, meander through markets of brightly 
colored crafts. Get ready for a journey that engages 

all of your senses – welcome to Savanna.
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Mosaic Mamba
The unique patterns of exotic reptiles inspire, MOSAIC MAMBA 

a multi-dimensional snakeskin design full of movement, depth and 
drama. Manila Hemp is dyed, cut and then hand-laid by artisans 
into a multicolor pattern atop a colored or metallic ground for a 

glamorous effect. Available in four chic colorways, MOSAIC MAMBA 
brings reptilian flair to the walls. Coordinating Manila Hemp solid 

grounds are available for complementary design options.
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4248 MOSAIC MAMBA



5389 SPRINTER SANDS



Take a walk on the wild side with the small scaled design classic 
CHEETAH CLOTH. This collection is woven on a jacquard loom 

for slightly raised texture in matte and shine yarns and subtle 
surface drama. The textile is then expertly laminated and applied 

with stain repellent finish for ease in installation. Available in three 
colors, CHEETAH CLOTH is a designer’s spirit animal.  

Safari: Cheetah Cloth
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Stand out from the pack with this boldly striped, large scaled animal 
print motif ZEBRA CLOTH. This collection is woven on a jacquard 
loom for slightly raised texture in matte and shine yarns for subtle 
surface drama. The textile is then expertly laminated and applied 
with stain repellent finish for ease in installation. Available in two 

colorways, ZEBRA CLOTH is a design stampede. 

Safari: Zebra Cloth
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5390 GREVY GREY
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Sunwashed Linen
Soft, sun-bleached linens line the walls in shades inspired by the 

earthy tones of the Savanna to create SUNWASHED LINEN, 
a collection with a classic yet casual design vibe. Fibers are dyed 
prior to weaving for consistent coloring, then woven and treated 
with an anti-fray treatment for ease in installation. Available in 
11 new colorways, SUNWASHED LINEN is relaxed yet refined. 
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Vinyl Canvas Linens
The look of refined canvas linens in a relaxed palette of soft, 
classic hues is now available in VINYL CANVAS LINENS. 

Engineered with the technology offered by today’s performance 
wallcovering, this durable and washable Type II 20 oz. vinyl is 
suitable for contract, hospitality and residential use. Part of the 
Natural Illusions® Contract series, VINYL CANVAS LINENS 

is available in 13 tranquil colorways.
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Vinyl Chevron Chic
A crisp graphic element ignites the walls with a chevron paperweave 
VINYL CHEVRON CHIC. Engineered with the technology offered 

by today’s performance wallcovering, this durable and washable 
Type II 20 oz. vinyl is suitable for contract, hospitality and 

residential use. Part of the Natural Illusions® Contract series, 
VINYL CHEVRONC CHIC is available in 13 new colorways.

6712
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Vinyl Zebrawood
Rich and rustic, the look of multicolor wood planks with a 
bold abstract stripe for a touch of graphic drama inspires, 

VINYL ZEBRAWOOD. Engineered with the technology offered 
by today’s performance wallcovering, this durable and washable 

Type II 20 oz. vinyl is suitable for contract, hospitality and 
residential use. Part of the Natural Illusions® Contract series, 

VINYL ZEBRAWOOD is available in nine sophisticated colorways.

7876

7679

7877
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7872 FARMHOUSE BROWN
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Raffia Retreat
Fresh two-color woven RAINFOREST RAFFIA is paired with 

new colors of refined ISLAND RAFFIA and the boldly textured 
AFRICAN RAFFIA in the new RAFFIA RETREAT collection. 

Woven of only the highest quality raffia, materials are harvested, 
sorted, cleaned and dried before weaving even begins. Once woven, 

the collections are expertly laminated and treated with a stain 
repellent finish. Available in ten colorways combined, 

RAFFIA RETREAT is classic PJ texture at its best.  

1153

1150

1151
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HOW IT’S MADE
- RAFFIA RETREAT -
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Raffia is hand sorted, cleaned and dried before the 
weaving begins. Due to the nature of raffia, there may 
be a slight variance in texture and color. This is part of 
the inherent beauty of natural wallcoverings.
 
Woven of the highest quality raffia, only the top 20% 
of the crop is used.

For RAINFOREST RAFFIA, collection is yarn dyed 
then woven into a two-color design. AFRICAN RAFFIA 
is woven in its natural color and ISLAND RAFFIA is 
colored after weaving in our mill in Japan. For all 
collections, Japanese artisans take great care in the 
finishing process which includes:

•  Steaming the raffia
•  Straightening the raffia
•  Lamination
•  Applying stain repellent finish
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Kuba Cloth
The art of traditional fabrics inspires, KUBA CLOTH, 

a geometric yet organic print design with a rich cultural story. 
A unique process using a laser cut gravure roller releases ink 
as it is rolled onto a variety of our handcrafted grounds for a 

more consistent print. Available in six colorways, 
KUBA CLOTH is full of eclectic charm. 

1664

1663

1665
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SEPIA ON WHITE ISLAND RAFFIA 
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1520 HERITAGE TAN



Savanna Weave
A boldly scaled graphic pattern with a touch of tribal meets a fresh 

palette in, SAVANNA WEAVE. Paper is dyed prior to weaving, 
cut into thin strips and woven into a largely scaled, two-color 

diamond design that is virtually seamless. Meticulously laminated, 
this mix of a bold pattern with fresh colors creates a striking 
statement for the walls. SAVANNA WEAVE is available in 14 

colorations from soft greys and blues to rich pink hues.
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Serengeti Weave
Traditional craft basketry inspires, SERENGETI WEAVE, an airy 
and classic paperweave full of dimension. Handcrafted by skilled 
artisans, a combination of two to four colors of paper yarns are 

dyed, cut into strips of varying widths and woven together. 
Carefully laminated, this paperweave is virtually seamless. 

Available in eight colorways, SERENGETI WEAVE has 
a perfectly peaceful palette. 
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2996 SUNSET PINK 



Saharan Straw
Rustic Saharan sunsets inspire, SAHARAN STRAW, a modern take 
on a horizontal grasscloth weave. Natural banana and cotton fibers 
are woven together and laminated atop a printed colored paper for 

a unique juxtaposition of modern art and an organic weave. 
Available in four colorways, SAHARAN STRAW has a unique 

design that is sure to test the sands of time.  

2996

2997

2999
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Cape Town
The peaks and valleys of a coastal landscape inspire, 

CAPE TOWN, a large-scale graphic basketweave with a 
modern beach vibe. In a unique handcrafted process, authentic 

water hyacinth is colored, and hand laid by artisans in a multistep 
method to create a woven pattern that makes a dramatic wall 
statement. Available in six colorways, CAPE TOWN adds the 

WOW factor to handcrafted wallcovering. 

6755
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6751
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6753 PENINSULA PATH
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HOW IT’S MADE
- CAPE TOWN -
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Authentic water hyacinth plants are harvested, then stalks are 
cleaned, bound and left to dry in the sun.

Hyacinth is flattened and laminated atop a paper substrate. 
Artisans then apply a color wash in various applications – a dry 
brush technique, a light color wash and overall painted application 
to the hyacinth ground for different effects. Due to the natural 
characteristics of the water hyacinth, how it absorbs the dye and the 
type of color application, some colors exude a beautiful watercolor 
effect with a variance of highs and lows, while others have a more 
saturated look.

After coloring, the hyacinth ground is hand cut into long strips in 
varying widths. These strips are hand-laid by artisans into a large 
scale basket weave design atop a white non-woven backing paper. 

Lastly, a special pressing process is completed and finished with a 
protective clear coat.
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Media Inquiries
For high resolution vignette, product and sku images, 
or additional information, please contact:

Michelle Daniels
Director of Marketing
michelle@phillipjeffries.com

Nicole Kinney
Marketing Assistant
nkinney@phillipjeffries.com

PHILLIPJEFFRIES.COM | 973.575.5414

Follow Us
PhillipJeffriesLTD

PhillipJeffries

PJLTD

Summer 2020 - Savanna
12 NEW Collections and 103 NEW SKUs



Vignette Images

Safari : Zebra Cloth Savanna Weave

Safari: Cheetah Cloth Kuba Cloth Saharan Straw Vinyl Zebrawood

Cape Town Mosaic Mamba
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